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UMS is short for User Management System and it is a system 
developed especially for the educational sector. 

UMS is a modular standard solution that makes it easy to 
update and maintain. With the optional modules, UMS can be 
tailored to your school’s individual needs, which means you 
get a simple and effective solution with everything you need – 
nothing more, nothing less. 

ONE USERNAME AND PASSWROD

UMS removes hour-long administrative tasks by automatically 
gathering and updating data from systems, such as Cases21, 
EduMate, First Class Human Edge, Maze, SEQTA, and Synergetic. 

The UMS system generates a database that synchronises 
information with the other databases, ensuring only one user 
name is generated for each user, and synchronising it with all 
systems.

Automatic user management for the educational sector

UMS

- And how can it help your school?

WHAT IS UMS?

BUILD YOUR IDEAL SOLUTION

We have developed 60+ different modules, which can be put 
together as you please. 

It is sort of like Lego, as you build whatever you like. You choose 
the ‘bricks’ you need and leave the others behind. We belive 
that is simple and logical. 

WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM UMS?

UMS can help the school’s IT department avoid trivial and time-
consuming administration tasks, while making life easier for 
teachers and students. 

You can read more about how the IT-department, teachers, and 
students benefit from UMS on the following page. 
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WANT TO KNOW MORE 
ABOUT UMS?

Then do not hesitate to contact me at 
sales@inlogic.dk or phone no. +45 42 40 
77 87. 

- Heine Møller Jensen, Sales Director

UMS DECREASES THE IT-DEPARTMENT'S 
WORKLOAD

The IT department will benefit from automated user 
management, as UMS automatically creates and maintains 
users in Active Directory, G Suite, Office 365, and LMS systems. 
This saves the IT-department from entering information several 
times in different systems.

With UMS, you will get a self-help portal, which will save the 
IT-department a lot of time, as it gives students and staff the 
possibility to a number of actions, such as reset their own 
password. 

UMS GIVES TEACHERS MORE TIME TO TEACH

With UMS, teachers can carry out more tasks by themselves, 
without having to ask the IT department for help. 

For instance, UMS makes it possible to create new users and 
block the internet during an exam. 

It also makes it possible to register attendance online or in a 
smartphone app, and solve other administrative tasks so that 
teachers have more time to teach. 

UMS MAKES IT EASIER TO BE STUDENT 

It is easy to be a student with UMS, as much of the relevant 
information from the school is easily accessible. 

Students can for instance see their timetable, homework, 
grades, and registered attendance online and in an app. 

It is also possible to automatically receive notifications in 
case of changes to their timetable, or if the school has other 
important information for them. 

This makes it easy to stay up-to-date and it strengthens the 
students’ affiliation to the school. 

REFERENCES

UMS already has over 600,000 users in more than 500 Danish 
schools, including secondary schools, colleges, business schools, 
language centres and more.

Would you like to know which schools already use UMS? Then 
go to www.inlogic.dk/en where you can see a full list of all our 
customers. 

Would you like to know more about UMS, please visit 
www.inlogic.dk/en/#videos.
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UMS consists of two parts; a frontend part and a backend part. 
The backend part is for the school’s IT department and this 
is where you can decide how you would like to create and 
maintain your users, through the UMS configurator. 

This is also where you can choose to integrate to Office 365, 
Canvas, Fronter, Exchange, Google Apps and many others. 

The frontend part is a self-service portal primarily for teachers, 
administrative staff and students. 

In the portal, teachers can register attendance, reset a student’s 
passwords, send SMS messages to students, block the internet, 
print merge letters, create guest users and much more. 

Students can change their contact information, see their 
timetable, change their own password etc., depending on which 
modules the school has bought. 

UMS INTEGRATIONS 

If you would like to know which integrations are available for 
other systems, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Contact us at sales@inlogic.dk or call us at +45 42 40 88 00.

Different user interfaces for different users

HOW THE SYSTEM IS BUILT

G Suite
Offi ce 365
OneNote

SharePoint
Teams*
Wizdom

CLOUD

MICROSOFT SYSTEMS

Active Directory
Exchange

Canvas
Fronter

itslearning*
Moodle

SharePoint LMS 365

LMS SYSTEMS

Case 21
EduMate

First Class Human 
Edge
Maze

SEQTA
Synergetic

Administrative systems
Timetable systems

DATA SOURCES

E-mail
Mobile

Student ID data

USER INFO

Equitrac
PaperCut
PCounter
TimeEdit

Cantine payment systems
Card systems

Library systems
Parking systems

ADDITIONAL SYSTEMS

*coming soon
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Backend

Automatically maintains AD-information

Automatically creates timetable blocks Automatically move data between servers

Automatically set the correct reading permissions

AD ATTRIBUTES

EXCHANGE TIMETABLE BLOCKS FILE SERVER TRANSFER

EXCHANGE REVIEWER

The module makes it possible to link information from 
the administrative system with the AD, so information is 
automatically filled into the the AD and the IT department 
avoids having to enter it manually. 

Alternatively, the module can extract static data and use them 
in the AD. If you use other systems, which look into the AD, e.g. 
IP-phones and copy machines, you will benefit from having AD 
Attributes. 

This module automatically creates timetable blocks for 
employees, students and rooms, based on your administrative 
system, so they are visible in Outlook. The rooms are created as 
room-resources.

It is possible to synchronise Exchange with a smartphone, so 
the phone’s calendar is automatically updated. This way the 
user always has an up-to-date calendar nearby. 

Is it possible to colour timetable blocks that originate from the 
administrative system, making it easy to distinguish the school's 
timetable blocks from your personal appointments. 

File Server Transfer is developed for schools, which want to 
save resources and avoid having to move data between servers 
manually. 

The module automatically moves Home Directory and Profile 
Directory between servers, so the data follows the users, e.g. if 
they change location. 

This is an advantage when teachers move to a different 
department or when students move to one of the other 
educational programs offered by the school.

With Exchange Reviewer the school can set the users reading 
permissions for the Outlook calendar quickly and easily. 

Exchange Reviewer can automatically set the reading 
permissions for both individual users as well as user groups, so 
the school does not have to set them manually. 

By automating the configuration, new employees will for 
instance not have to ask their colleagues for permission to view 
their calendars.
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Backend

Automatic reminders of password expiration 

One login across several databases

Automatically reduces your electricity expenses

PASSWORD EXPIRATION ALERT

SLI

POWER SAVE

Thie module alerts students and staff when it is time to renew 
their password to the school’s IT-system. This is a particular 
advance for users who bring their own devices, which are not 
on the school’s network and thus do not get pop-ups when 
their passwords expire. 

With the reminder, users change their passwords in time and 
thereby avoid getting their accounts locked. This means that 
fewer will have to visit the IT-department to get their accounts 
reopened.  You decide what the alert should contain, as well 
as when the alert should be sent. It is possible to set different 
intervals for each organizational unit. 

The Single Login Identification (SLI) module is developed for 
school, which want to avoid users having several user accounts 
for the school’s different databases. 

The module gives users one single AD user account, which can 
be used across various databases. 

This is an advantage, for instance when a user attends more 
than one school within the same IT-community, because the 
user can use the same login everywhere. 

Power Save reduces the school’s electricity expenses and CO2-
emissions, without influencing the school’s service to students 
and staff. 

Power Save can automatically turn off computers, which have 
not been used in a while. You decide which computers Power 
Save is allowed to turn off and when. It is possible to use 
different settings for different departments. 

By customising the settings, you can avoid that students and 
staff, who work on the school’s computers and sign off to have 
lunch, loose their work because the computer switches off. 

OTHER MODULES

We have more backend modules than those displayed 
here. They are described in the section called 
Integrations on page 46-47.

For instance, you can read more about UMS Web Service 
on page 47.
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O
ffice 365

SharePoint-based learning portal for students and staff

OFFICE 365 UMS SHAREPOINT PORTAL

Our Office 365 SharePoint Portal is a dedicated solution for 
school, which want an easy-to-use learning portal. 

Students and teachers are often presented with advanced and 
complex solutions that does everything they need and then 
some and as a result, they are difficult to use. 

We have decided to do things differently and therefore the 
Office 365 SharePoint Portal gives you the features you need to 
get the most out of SharePoint. Nothing more, nothing less.

The portal is simple and easy to use. This way you avoid 
confusion and having to navigate yet another complex system. 

In terms of design, you have two options: the portal can use our 
standard skin, as pictured above, or our second skin, which we 
made for primary schools. 

ROOMS

As a standard, rooms contain the following tools:

• Messages – where teachers can post messages for the course 
participants in the group. The course participants can view 
the messages on the front page of the intranet, but can also 
choose to subscribe to the messages so they receive an email 
every time a new message is posted

• An assignment folder, which makes it easy for teachers to 
give their students assignments, as well as to give feedback 
to assignments they have received. Students can hand in 
assignments in this folder using ‘drag and drop’.

Other modules

We also have an integration for Wizdom SharePoint. 
For more information, please read page 20..

• Links – a collection of links to external teaching materials

• Work schedule – where teachers can create an overview 
of which homework, written assignments etc. the course 
participants have to do during their course

• A debate forum – where teachers and course participants can 
discuss all sorts of topics

• Teaching documents – a library of documents to which the 
teachers can upload different kinds of teaching material for 
the course participants

• Links – a collection of links to external teaching materials

• Shared documents for course participants – where course 
participants engage in project work etc.
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O
ffice 365

SHAREPOINT PORTAL CONTINUED

THE SCHOOL GETS A FULLY FUNCTIONAL 
INTRANET

The school creates its own rooms in the intranet. It is possible 
to create rooms for teachers, for example a room for all French 
teachers. Likewise, it is possible to create rooms for students, 
for example a room for a given class. 

In the intranet, the school can:

• Create group rooms 

• Publish news for the school’s staff and students

• Create rooms for teachers – UMS automatically sets these up 
based on the school’s administrative system

• Display “my” rooms on the front page – as well as a message 
list from your rooms

• Add users to a room (in addition to those which have been 
automatically created). 

• Create a link collection

• Guest rooms are displayed on the front page. 

• 'My groups' are the teaching rooms UMS creates.  Intranet 
rooms are manually created.

CREATE GROUP ROOMS IN THE INTRANET 

Group rooms make it easy to share and get an overview of 
information. From the frontpage of the portal, users can access: 

• General news for students and staff. News for staff is not 
visible to students. 

• Teaching rooms, which are automatically created by UMS.

• ‘My groups’, which is a list of – and a shortcut to – the rooms 
to which the user is affiliated.

• 'Messages for my groups' shows a list of messages for all the 
rooms to which the user is affiliated. The list shows messages 
in chronological order starting with the most recent message 
so that you are always up to date.

• 'My intranet rooms' is a list of – and a shortcut to – rooms the 
user is affiliated with that are not related to regular   
classes. These may be rooms with guides, general study 
information, group rooms attached to specific courses, club 
rooms etc. The school creates intranet rooms manually.

• 'Messages for my intranet rooms' shows a list of messages 
for all the intranet rooms to which you are affiliated. The list 
shows messages in chronological order starting with the 
most recent message.

COMING SOON

We are developing an integration with Teams that will 
be available soon.

If you are interested in learning more about our Teams 
integration and what it can do, please contact us at 
sales@inlogic.dk.

Microsoft Teams
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O
ffice 365

Automatic user management in O365

OFFICE 365 SYNC

With our Office 365 Sync module, you can integrate your 
student administraion system with Microsoft’s cloud-based 
solution, Office 365, automatically. 

By doing this, the integration automatically creates and 
maintains users in Office 365, making Office 365 Sync a useful 
tool for IT- departments wanting fewer manual tasks. 

With ADFS, Office 365 Sync can synchronize the students’ 
usernames and passwords with their AD login, so they only 
have one username and password for all of the school’s IT-
systems. 

BENEFITS OF OFFICE 365 SYNC

Office 365 quickly pays for itself because it:

• Automatically creates and maintains users in the cloud
• Automatically synchronizes usernames and passwords with 

the AD login
• Automatically creates users in Azure AD
• Automatically sets language and license settings 
• Makes it possible to make security groups, e.g. based on 

classes
• Makes it possible to choose which functions are active in 

Office 365, e.g. Skype and Yammer.

Please note: The module itself does not require ADFS or 
Dir Sync. ADFS is only necessary if you want passwords to 
synchronize from Office 365.

Avoid manual administraion tasks

OFFICE 365 SHAREPOINT INTEGRATION

Our Office 365 SharePoint integration is developed for schools, 
which want to avoid manual administration tasks when they 
start using SharePoint in Office 365. 

The integration gets you off to a good start, when you start 
using SharePoint, regardless if you make your own SharePoint 
portal or if someone else makes it for you. 

The integration automatically creates and maintains teachers 
and students as users in SharePoint, based on data from UMS. 
The integration can also create and maintain rooms, based on 
classes and activities. 

In other words, the integration saves you time when you start 
using SharePoint, as well as when SharePoint is maintained. 

BENEFITS OF INTEGRATION TO 
OFFICE 365 SHAREPOINT

There are many benefits of integrating to Office 365 SharePoint: 

• Automatic creation and maintenance of users and room

• It is possible to make different templates for different 
courses

• Fewer administrative tasks for the IT-department, who can 
focus on other tasks instead.
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O
ffice 365

Automatically creates timetable blocks for users and rooms

OFFICE 365 TIMETABLE BLOCKS

This module creates timetable blocks in Office 365 for staff and 
students, making them visible in the calendar. 

Rooms are created as room resources. This way users can see 
if the rooms are available and send a booking inquiry to the 
administrative staff. 

Users can access the calendar via their web browser and 
synchronize it to a smartphone, so they always have an up-to-
date calendar within reach. 

The module creates, structures and maintains timetable blocks 
based on data from the student administration system. 

Is it possible to colour timetable blocks that originate from the 
administrative system, making it easy to distinguish the school's 
timetable blocks from your personal appointments. 

Through this module, users can see group names, rooms, 
teachers and homework (add-on) etc. via web.

BENEFITS OF OFFICE 365 TIMETABLE BLOCKS:

• Happy users, because the timetable makes it easy to stay up 
to-date with changes

• The timetable can be synchronized to a smartphone, making 
is accessible when and where the user needs it

• Less administration for the IT-department
• Faster configuration so you can start using Office 365 more 

quickly
• Calendar activities are created in the cloud, instead of on 

your own servers

Automatically creates Notebooks for teachers and students

ONENOTE CLASS NOTEBOOK

Our OneNote Class Notebook integration is developed for 
schools, which want to avoid manual configuration and 
maintenance when using OneNote Class Notebook.

The integration automatically extracts data from your student 
administration system and synchronizes it with OneNote Class 
Notebook, creating Notebooks for students and teachers. This 

makes it very easy to start using the learning tool in class.
Once the configuration is done, teachers and students will get 
access to a wide range of useful tools.

Your OneNote Class Notebooks can be created before the 
school year starts, giving teachers the opportunity to prepare 
themselves and upload materials at their own pace. If new 
students start after the school year has begun they too are 
automatically created and maintained in OneNote Class 
Notebook.

OPTIONS IN ONENOTE CLASS NOTEBOOK

OneNote Class Notebook can be used to distribute handouts 
to the students digitally. It can be used as a library of teaching 
materials, as well as a place to give students assignments and 
make quizzes.

The benefit of making quizzes and giving homework directly 
in OneNote Class Notebook is that the teacher can follow the 
students’ progress. The teacher can see how the students work 
and how much they have done. They can even write comments 
to students directly in the homework section. 

Teachers can also give feedback and grades directly in OneNote 
Class Notebook, once the quiz is done or the homework is 
handed in. 
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G Suite

Integrates UMS with G Suite

Update and synchronise the calendar

G SUITE SYNC

G SUITE TIMETABLE BLOCKS

UMS integrates to G Suite with the module G Suite Sync which:

•  Creates users and their e-mail accounts
• Maintains users in G Suite, i.e. data changes are synchronised 

to UMS
• Synchronises passwords
• Deletes users who no longer attend the school

G Suite Timetable Blocks is developed for schools, which want 
to reduce the number of manual tasks connected to using G 
Suite.

The module automatically creates and maintain the users’ 
activities in Google Calendar, making sure the timetables are 
always up-to-date and that you avoid typing errors. 

INTEGRATION TO G SUITE QUICKLY BECOMES 
PROFITABLE

With UMS, the school saves resources by automating many 
manual tasks: 

• Avoid having to program scripts to synchronise the data

• Users are automatically created with data from your student 
administration system

• It reduces the workload for the IT-department

The data can be synchronized to a smartphone, so the user 
always has an updated calendar within reach. 

INTEGRATION WITH GOOGLE APPS TIMETABLE 
BLOCKS QUICKLY PAYS FOR ITSELF

With UMS, the school saves resources by automating many 
manual processes:

• Eliminates the need for several systems and work processes 
for the same tasks

• The set-up is done automatically, based on data from the 
student administration system.  

• Integration runs via web service

• As everything is done automatically, the workload for the IT 
department is reduced.

• If a teacher has registered homework for a subject, it is 
visible in the calendar
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G Suite

Create users and rooms automatically

Easy and quick integration to Google Drive

GOOGLE CLASSROOM & SITES

GOOGLE DRIVE INTEGRATION

We have developed an integration, which makes it easy for you 
to start using the Google Classroom learning portal and the 
Google Sites website tool. 

The integration automatically creates and maintains users and 
rooms in both Google Classroom and Google Sites, based on 

Google Drive is a popular Cloud Storage Service, which is free for 
the school to use. With Google Drive you can store and work with 
files in the cloud, making them accessible wherever you are. 

But what happens when an entire school or an IT hosting centre 
moves to the cloud? The IT department gets a wide range of 

data from your students administration system. 

Users are automatically assigned to the correct rooms and sites 
and given the correct permissions. 

If changes occur, e.g. because a student leaves a class or a new 
student joins an existing class, Google Classroom and Sites it 
updated automatically. 

It is possible to create class sites, group sites etc. in Google 
Sites based on a template, just like it is possible with rooms in 
Google Classroom. 

Because so many tasks are automated, the IT-department’s 
workload is reduced. But more importantly; it is easy to start 
using Google Classroom and Sites.

This integration runs as a web service. 

new administrative tasks, which require attention and need to be 
prioritized. 

Before you can start using Google Drive, users, groups, subjects 
etc. need to be set up and structured. After that, there is the on-
going maintenance. 

GOOGLE DRIVE INTEGRATION QUICKLY PAYS 
FOR ITSELF

With UMS, the school saves resources by automating many 
manual processes: 

• Drives, shared drives, class drives etc. are created and 
maintained automatically

• The folder structure is created and maintained automatically 
Folders are organised by groups and subjects.

• There are dedicated assignment folders, which makes it easy 
to hand in assignments

• Users are granted access and permissions to the relevant 
groups and subjects 

• The automated processes reduce the IT department’s workflow 
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LM
SAutomatic user management in Moodle

MOODLE INTEGRATION

Other modules

We have developed integrations for other systems 
than the learning management systems mentioned 

in this section. They are described separately in 
the Integrations section on pages 46-47. 

Our Moodle integration is developed for schools, which want to 
avoid hour-long administrative tasks. 

The integration automatically creates, maintains and deletes 
users, based on data from your student administrative system. 

It also creates and maintains group rooms, which teachers and 
students can use for teaching purposes.

The rooms are automatically get to use the language you 
require and can be categorized according to your needs, making 
them easier to find. Rooms that are no longer in use are deleted 
automatically. 

CONFIGURATION IN UMS

The integration makes it possible to upload pictures of the 
users to Moodle, making it easy for teachers and students to 
see whom they are interacting with. 

If these pictures are replaced in UMS, they are automatically 
updated in Moodle. 

Last, but not least, the module can integrate with the AD. This 
allows users to log into Moodle with the same password they 
use to access the school’s IT-system.  

The Moodle integration gives you an easy overview and ensures 
that the users’ data is always managed correctly, without 
requiring any manual updates. 

This frees up time for the IT-department, who can focus on 
other tasks instead. 

 
 

GET WEB TIMETABLE IN MOODLE

If you want to make it easy for students and teachers to keep 
track of their timetables, you can embed our Web Timetable 
module in Moodle as an iframe. 

By doing this, users can access homework and notes that are 
registered on the various timetable blocks in the timetable. 

Please note: To embed Web Time Table, the Web Timetable 
and SSO modules are required. In order to see homework, the 
Homework module is required. 
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S

Automatically manages users and rooms 

Automatically manages users and rooms Automatically manages users and rooms 

Automatically manages users, groups and sites

CANVAS

FRONTER WIZDOM

ELEARNINGFORCE

Our Canvas integration automatically creates and 
maintains users in Canvas, based on data from your student 
administration system. 

Additionally, it creates and maintains rooms and e-mail 
distribution groups, which teachers and students can use 
for teaching purposes. This automation saves you time and 
prevents typing errors in the system. 

The integration runs as a web service and can therefore 
execute tasks on the fly.

This integration automatically creates and maintains users in 
Fronter, based on data from your student administration system. 
Additionally, it creates rooms, which teachers and students can 
use for teaching purposes. 

Our Fronter integration automatically maintains and deletes 
room, which are no longer in use. This automation frees up time 
which can be used on other tasks. 

The integration runs as a web service and automatically 
synchronizes passwords, so students only need one password 
for the school’s IT-system.  

This integration makes it easy to start using Wizdom’s 
SharePoint solution, because it automatically creates and 
maintains teachers and students as users in SharePoint, based 
on data from UMS. 

It also automatically creates and maintains rooms, based on 
classes and activities. This automation frees up time with you 
start using Wizdom’s SharePoint solution, as well as when the 
solution is maintained. 

It is possible to make different templates for different courses.

Our ELEARNINGFORCE SharePoint LMS integration 
automatically creates and maintains data in SharePoint, based 
on data from your student administration system.

It automatically creates and maintains teams and sites, as well 
as teachers and students on sites. It supports templates and it 
is up to you to decide when a site becomes visible. 
 
It is possible to make different setting for different courses or 
branches of study. 
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Self-service

Makes it easy for teachers to handle exams

EXAM HANDLING

With Exam Handling, all permissions to the exam are controlled 
automatically, making sure students only have access to the 
drives and/or internet that relevant to them during the exam. 

For instance, it is possible to give students access to a 
designated exam folder, to which the teacher has uploaded 
relevant materials. This makes preparations and the exam itself 
run smoothly. 

Through the module, the school’s administrative staff and 
teachers and handle a long list of tasks related to the exam, 
without having to involve the IT-department. 

The only thing the IT-department has to configure are the 
groups of people who can access the Exam Handling module.

CREATE, EDIT OR TRANSFER EXAMS ONLINE 

Through the user-friendly interface, the users can handle exams 
from start to finish. 

When you open Exam Handling, you see a simple menu, which 
allows you to edit a planned exam, even after it has begun – as 
well as to create or transfer an exam. 

BENEFITS OF EXAM HANDLING

Exam Handling quickly pays for itself: 

• Access to a designated exam folder containing files to be 
used during the exam

• Access to home drives/ shared drives if required 

• Access to a designated printer

• Block the internet during the exam, either entirely or partly. 

• Students use the same login as they always use

• Reduces the number of administrative tasks and thereby 
saves the school time and resources 

• Exams are put in system, which gives staff an easy overview 

• Students have to accept the school’s IT policy in order to 
start their exam

• Exams are easily removed once they are completed, to avoid 
clutter in the system 

• Avoid stress before the exam, preparations can be made in 
due time. 
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Give your students the best start

UMS WELCOME

UMS Welcome makes it easy to gather all relevant information 
for new users in one place, helping students to get off to a 
good start. 

The initial communication between the school and the new 
users is extremely important and therefore it can be an 
advantage for you to use the welcome portal to welcome new 
students, course participants and staff.

The welcome portal will show new users for examples 5 pages 
that introduces them to the most important information and 
thus ensures that they start using the school’s technology right 
from the start. 

The school decides how many pages are shown and what 
information they contain. 

IDEAS FOR WELCOME PORTAL CONTENT

• Inviting front page and welcome to the school
• Acceptance of IT rules 
• Registration for digital services, such as UMS SMS 

Subscription, where the user receives a timetable, timetable 
changes, school news and grades from the school by SMS

• Update user info and change password at first logon
• Introduction to the school via video, for example
• Direct link to the school’s online systems such as library, app 

or administrative system

BENEFITS OF USING UMS WELCOME

• It is not possible to skip pages in the welcome portal. This 
ensures that the users are presented with all the relevant 
information 

• Users are introduced to the school’s technology, for instance 
the UMS School App

• Users can subscribe to SMS services

• Default settings are reviewed and changed by the users 
• Users can change their password, without involving the IT 

department
• Administration is greatly simplified when users are well-

informed from the start
• Multiple languages: The welcome portal is available in 

English and Danish
• It is possible to set up several welcome portals tailored to 

different study programmes
• Users can take or upload a photo of themselves, e.g. for their 

student ID. The school can specify which guidelines such 
photos should follow. 

• The user must accept the school’s IT rules in order to 
continue

• You avoid having to print and mail physical welcome letters

MUCH OF YOUR WORK HAS ALREADY BEEN 
DONE IN THE EDITOR  

The editor is a WYSIWYG editor (what-you-see-is-what-you-get). 
You can use the editor without knowing anything about codes. 
However, if you prefer to work in HTML in the editor, this is 
possible too. 

The school can easily target the welcome to make it relevant 
for users and create a sense of affiliation, even before the 
course has started. 

• Design your own welcome or use the predefined templates
• There is a preview function
• Style the welcome portal according to the school’s graphic 

design and maximise your branding

The welcome portal is designed to fit all browsers
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Create individual, named users easily 

GUEST USERS

With the Guest Users module, the school can welcome and 
manage individual, temporary users more efficiently. 

The module is particularly helpful, when you have guest 
lecturers and other named guests, who need temporary access 
to the school’s system. UMS creates and manages guest users 
quickly and easily. 

CREATE USERS WITHOUT ASSISTANCE FROM 
THE IT DEPARTMENT 

The module makes it easy for the school’s staff to create named 
temporary users. No experience is necessary: You simply login 
online and press ’Create Guest User’. 

Everyone with the appropriate rights can create temporary 
users, without assistance from the IT department. 

Once the temporary user is created in the system, he or she 
will receive an SMS with containing the new username and 
password.

AVOID CLUTTER 

It can be very valuable to avoid clutter in your system. With 
UMS Guest Users, it only takes two clicks to remove temporary 
user accounts that are no longer in use. 

The module also lets you edit the user’s information, print or 
save the as CSV file and more. 

Create groups of unnamed users easily 

MULTIPLE USERS

With the Multiple Users module, the school can welcome and 
manage groups of temporary users more efficiently. 

The module is particularly helpful, when you have courses 
participants and groups of guests, who need temporary access 
to the school’s system. UMS creates and manages guest users 
quickly and easily.

CREATE USERS WITHOUT ASSISTANCE FROM 
THE IT DEPARTMENT 

The module makes it easy for the school’s staff to create groups 
of unnamed users. No experience is necessary: You simply login 
online and press ’Create Multiple Users’.
 
Everyone with the appropriate rights can create temporary 
users, without assistance from the IT department. All new users 
get their own login. 

AVOID CLUTTER 

It can be very valuable to avoid clutter in your system. With 
UMS Multiple Users, it only takes two clicks to remove 
temporary user accounts that are no longer in use. 

The module also lets you edit the user’s information, print or 
save the as CSV file and more. 
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A Single Sign-on solution for all the school’s digital services

SSO

Our Single Sign-on (SSO) module is developed for schools, 
which want to make it easy for students and teachers to use the 
school’s different electronic systems. 

With SSO, each user gets one login and password, which logs 
them into all the associated services at once. 

For example, students can access the school’s learning 
management system, online dictionaries and databases with 
scientific publications – all by logging in with SSO once. 

It saves time and hassle every time a user uses one of the 
school’s systems. 

Additionally, it makes life easier for the school’s users, as they 
avoid the frustration of having to remember multiple logins. 

COMPATIBILITY

The SSO module works with all systems using the SAML2 
protocol, e.g. ADFS servers.

DEPENDENCIES

In order to get full service against other services, the SSO 
module requires an ADFS server. Additionally, you need the UMS 
Web module. 

Take student photos via webcam

PHOTOBOX

Photobox makes it easy and cheap to take photos of all your 
school’s students. 

The picture is taken with a webcam, e.g. by the school’s 
administrative staff. This way you avoid having to buy an 
expensive photobooth, which takes up a lot of space. 

How to take photos with Photobox:
• You search for the student in the UMS interface
• A staff member takes a photo of the student with a webcam 

and makes sure it meets the school’s guidelines. 
• The picture is uploaded directly to the student’s user profile 

in UMS and it is approved immediately. 

With Photobox, taking photos of the students takes very little 
time. Because the photos are taken by staff members, you can 
make sure they meet your requirements, when they are taken. 

This saves you time having to go through and approve or reject 
photos manually. Additionally, you also avoid wasting time 
waiting for a student to retake their photo, if the first photo was 
rejected. 

BENEFITS OF PHOTOBOX

• You make sure the pictures meet the school’s guidelines 
when they are taken. 

• You avoid having to buy an expensive photobooth
• You avoid administration related to approving or rejecting 

photos taken by students themselves
• You free up resources, which can be used on other tasks
• The students’ photos are uploaded directly to their user 

profiles. 
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Always have an updated timetable for users and rooms

WEB TIMETABLE

Web Timetable is an add-on module for UMS, which gives you 
timetables for students, teachers, rooms and classes in a simple 
web interface. 

Timetable changes are extracted from UMS, which means that 
the timetables are always up to date. 

Timetables, however, is not the only thing this module gives 
you; through the module, you will get access to other options, 
giving you even more benefit from UMS:

• Users can choose if they prefer to see their timetable for 1 
day at a time, pr. school week (5 days), pr. week or pr. month. 

• Teachers can write notes and homework (add-on) for each 
class, making it easy for students to see what they need to 
prepare for next class and for instance if there is something 
they need to bring. It is possible to show homework 
registered in other systems too. 

• Teachers can send our SMS texts to students e.g. in case 
there are important information they need to get (requires 
the module SMS Send). 

• Teachers can print class lists and timetables to students. This 
is particularly helpful for students in short courses or course 
participants (requires the module Merge Letters) 

• Teachers can block students’ internet access, e.g. during a 
quiz (requires the module Internet Block) 

Lets users update their contact info and preferences

USER INFO

User Info lets users update their own contact information, e.g. 
if they change their phone number or e-mail address. Similarly, 
the module lets students choose if they want to receive e-mails 
from the school on their private e-mail address or their school 
e-mail. 

Via User Info, users can also upload a photo of themselves to 
the school’s system. This is a faster, easier and cheaper way to 

get pictures of all students, compared to having administrative 
staff take the pictures. 

Pictures can be taken directly in the module via webcam on a 
computer or via the camera on a smartphone, if the school has 
its own UMS School App (add-on). Once uploaded, the school’s 
administrative staff will have to approve the picture, in order to 
ensure that it meets the school’s guidelines. 

Last, but not least, students can specify how their image can be 
used and see which classes they are enrolled in 

The module shows data from the school’s student 
administration system. It is possible to add more data, 
depending on the system and the modules your school has 
bought. 

GET MORE BENEFIT FROM USER INFO

Via User Info, your students can get a digital parking permit for 
your parking lot, if you buy the add-on module Parking. 
With Parking, users simply enter their licence plate numbers, 
making it visible to the parking company Parkzone. 

This enables Parkzone to see that the user is allowed to park 
at the school, resulting in fewer parking tickets to staff and 
students, as well as fewer administrative tasks for the school’s 
staff. 
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Organise and export data as CSV-file easily 

Automatically manage group folders

ADVANCED CSV EXPORT

GROUP FOLDER

With Advanced CSV Export, exporting relevant data from UMS 
as a CSV file is easy and hassle-free. The module enables you to 
choose the data you want to export and in the order you prefer, 
making sure you get exactly the data you need. This way you 
can import the data directly into a range of different programs 
and databases, e.g. library systems etc.

In order words, you avoid the problems that often arise with 
regular CSV export, when you need to transfer large quantities 
of data between databases and programs, which are not directly 
connected.

With Group Folder, you can automatically create and maintain 
group folders for the school's users by creating activities from 
the student administrative system as folders on a file server. 

This way every class, group and activity gets a folder, which the 
users can use to store and share course-related files. 

By automating the creation and maintenance of group folder, 
you save time and reduce the workload for the IT-department

Easily create user-defined groups

Get your grades, as soon as they are released

GROUP CREATION

GRADES

Group Creation enables your students and staff to create 
user-defined groups, e.g. for projects and cross-disciplinary 
teamwork. Because the users can do this themselves, the 
workload in the IT department is reduced. 

Users can easily name groups and add the members they want 
to include. Afterwards, the groups are created, based on data 
from the student administration system. When groups are 
created, they automatically get a group folder and a distribution 
group, which enables them to work together across classes, 
departments and year groups. 

With Grades, students are able to see their grades as soon as they 
are released. This saves them having to wait in front of the school’s 
noticeboard or update the school’s website again and again, until 
the grades are available. 

The module automatically extracts all grade information from the 
student administration system. 

Please note: Grades can be used in UMS Web as well as in UMS 
School App. 
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Make users accept your IT rules digitally

Easily block students’ internet access 

IT RULES

INTERNET BLOCK

With IT Rules, it is easy to make students and staff accept the 
school’s IT policy digitally. 

By doing it digitally, it is easy to document and get an overview 
of who has accepted the policy and who still needs to do it. 

The module can make the school’s WIFI inaccessible, if the user 
has not accepted the IT policy. Furthermore, you decide when 
and how often the module should appear. 

The module Internet Block makes it easy for teachers - as well as 
others with the appropriate rights - to block internet access for 
individual students or entire classes. 

It is useful during classes, in order to help the students focus 
more as well as during tests and quizzes. 

The module gives teachers more freedom to plan lessons, as they 
want to. E.g. if the teacher wants to make a spontaneous, unaided 
test, he or she can do so without much planning and without the 
assistance of the IT-department. 

Easy overview of what needs to be done

HOMEWORK

With this module, students can easily get an overview of their 
homework. The homework is shown as notes on each of the 
classes in the student's timetable.

Homework is automatically sent to all other places, where the 
students can see their timetable; e.g. in Office 365 and Google 
Apps, as well as the Timetable function in UMS School App. 

All homework-data is extracted directly from UMS. This way the 
students will always see an updated homework list. 

Easy acces to frequently used services

LINKS

The Links module makes it easy for users to access the school’s 
most frequently used IT-systems and services, e.g. learning 
management systems, dictionaries, knowledge databases, the 
school’s social media etc. 

This way users save time every time they access one of the 
frequently used services. Time, which can be spent on teaching 
and learning. 

Please note: Links can be used in UMS Web as well as in UMS 
School App. 
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Get a digital parking permit within seconds

Change your password easily

PARKING

PASSWORD KIOSK

The Parking module makes it easy to avoid parking tickets at 
schools, which administer their parking spaces with the parking 
company Parkzone. 

Through the module, students and employees can get a 
valid, digital parking permit simply by entering their vehicle’s 
registration number in UMS Web or in UMS School App (add-on). 

When the registration number is registered, it becomes visible to 
Parkzone, who then knows that the user is allowed to park at the 
school. 

Password Kiosk is developed to help users, who forgot their 
password to the school’s IT system. Through the module, users 
can reset their own password, without needing assistance from 
the IT department. 

The kiosk enables users to reset their password and generate a 
new one via an interactive info screen or a computer at school, 
simply by entering their student identification number. 

This saves the school resources every single time users forget 
their passwords, as the IT department does not have to get 
involved. 

Easily change password for others 

PASSWORD CHANGE

With Password Change, users with the appropriate rights – e.g. 
teachers or administrative staff – can change password for 
other uses with just a few clicks. 

It is possible to change passwords for individual entire classes 
or groups, without involving the IT department. 

Password Change is particularly helpful if more users need to 
change their password at the same time, e.g. entire classes, 
as this is the least time-consuming option. It is, however, also 
possible to change password for one individual user at a time. 

Easily merge data with standard documents

MERGE LETTERS

Merge Lists is an effective tool, which makes it easy to print 
standard documents for a variety of different purposes, e.g. 
class lists for attendance registration and welcome letters. 

By using the module, you save time and avoid having to insert 
data in standard documents manually. You also make sure the 
data is inserted in the right place and that the documents 
thereby reach the intended receiver. 

The module merges data variables you choose from UMS with 
the text you want. For example, it is easy to insert the students’ 
names and addresses into welcome letters. 
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Change your password online Graphic interface for frontend modules 

PASSWORD SELF-SERVICE UMS WEB

With Password Self-service, users can change their own 
password, without involving the IT-department. The password 
is changed through UMS in a browser, regardless if the user 
is logged in or not. Because the users can change their own 
passwords, it only takes a few moments before they can get 
back to studying. It saves time for the students as well as the 
IT-department, which can focus on other tasks.

The module ensures that the user’s password meets the 
school’s own password guidelines, as well as the guidelines of 
the school’s other IT-systems, e.g. Google Apps and Office 365.

UMS Web is a user-friendly frontend interface, which makes it 
possible to use other frontend modules in UMS. 

UMS Web automatically displays the modules available to 
the individual user in a simple and easily accessible directory. 
Which modules are shown depends on which modules the 
school has bought as well as on the user settings. 

UMS Web is primarily for users such as students, teachers and 
administrative staff, who use UMS for various purposes, which 
to no require access to the underlying settings. 

Other modules

We have other self-service modules too. They are 
described separately on other pages. 

Grades: Page 27.
Homework: Pages 28.

Links: Page 28.
Parking: Page 29.

Attendance Registration: Page 38.
Attendance Registration Advanced: Page 39.
Absence registration for employees: Page 41..

Block and unblock user accounts easily 

USER LOCK

With User Lock, the school’s staff can deactivate a user’s 
account and thereby block the user’s access to the school’s IT 
system, without needing assistance from the IT department. 

It only takes a moment to deactivate an account, making it 
possible to intervene immediately, e.g. is a student is caught 
cheating. In the same way, reactivating the account also just 
takes a moment. 

When you deactivate an account, you can write why. This 
way it is easy to see if, e.g. at student violates the same rules 
repeatedly.
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SM
S Gives you access to all other SMS modules 

SMS SEND

SMS Send is one of the pillars of our UMS solutions and it 
enables the use of a range of other SMS modules in UMS.

SMS is an effective ways to reach your students, because 
students almost always have their phones within reach and 
therefore messages are read very quickly. 

This makes it a good alternative to e-mails, which are often left 
unread. 

TARGETED COMMUNICATION

With the Send SMS module, the school can send text messages 
to students e.g. in case classes are cancelled or moved to a new 
classroom. 

By using SMS, the school will reach the students through their 
preferred platform, ensuring that the message is read and that 
the student is always up-to-date. 

This makes the students happier and more independent. If a 
student’s phone number is not registered in your system, the 
message will be sent as an e-mail instead. 

You can design different templates for messages, which 
the teachers can easily modify and send out when needed. 
Alternatively, teachers can write their own text and send it to 
the relevant students or classes. 

You decide whether or not the students can answer by SMS. If 
a student replies to an SMS sent by a teacher, the message is 
recived as an e-mail. 

The module includes 1 pcs. 1-port IP-based SMS modem with 
which it is possible to subscribe to a flatrate SMS subscription. 
This way you can send messages to the students as often as 
needed at a fixed, low rate.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WHEN YOU HAVE 
BOUGHT SMS SEND

When you have bought SMS Send, you can purchase a range of 
other modules, which give you access to more functions. 

Below these add-on modules are described briefly. If you would 
like more information about the modules, they are described 
separately on the following pages. 

• SMS Subscription: Makes it possible for students to subscribe 
a daily timetable, timetable changes, new grades and news 
from the school.

• SMS Alert: Makes it quick and easy for the school to notify 
students and staff if the school is being evacuated because 
of an emergency. 

• SMS Password and Password Kiosk: Makes it possible for the 
students to reset their own password, when and where they 
need it. 

• •SMS Timetable: Makes it possible for students to receive 
today’s timetable via SMS. All they need to do is to send the 
word ‘timetable’ to the school via SMS.

• SMS Welcome. Makes it possible for the school to send out 
automatic welcome messages to new students, as soon as 
they are registered in the school’s system. 
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SM
SAutomatically get news from the school via SMS

SMS SUBSCRIPTION

With SMS Subscription, you can send relevant news to your 
students automatically.

Messages sent by SMS have a better chance of being read than 
e-mail. Because of this, it makes good sense to use SMS for your 
student communication, so your students are always up-to-date.

GET AUTOMATIC NOTIFICATIONS 

Via SMS Subscription, the students can subscribe to automatic 
notifications via SMS, when there is relevant information for 
them. 

Depending on which modules your school has bought, students 
can choose to get automatic SMS messages about timetable 
changes, grades and school-related news. 

Students can also choose to receive their timetable for the day, 
every day of the school week, for instance 2 hours before the 
first lesson starts. 

This is a good service to the students and it makes it easier for 
them to attend school well-prepared and at the right time and 
place. 

BENEFITS OF SMS SUBSCRIPTION 

There are many benefits to having SMS Subscription and the 
module quickly pays for itself:

• Make sure students do not miss class, because they do not 
have an updated timetable

• Reduces the number of administrative tasks to be done, as 
the users are up-to-date and well-informed

 
• Makes it easy for students to be well-prepared

• Students can decide if and when they want to receive their 
timetable and timetable changes

• Students receive their grades, as soon as they are released

• Students choose for themselves what information they want 
to receive, making your communication more effective

• Students update their own phone numbers, making sure the 
school always has the right contact information
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S Welcome new students to the school via SMS

SMS WELCOME

The initial communication between the school and new users 
is extremely important. With SMS Welcome, new students 
automatically receive a welcome SMS, as soon as they are 
enrolled and set up as users in the school’s system.

This also helps to minimise drop-out rates early on through 
creating a sense of affiliation between the student and school.

SMS Welcome connects with users where they are – on their 
phones. Unlike physical mail, an SMS text is received and read 
instantaneously, and the new user is introduced to the school 
with his or her new login information. The SMS is available and 
close at hand for later use.

The school decides what the welcome SMS contains, e.g. a 
welcome message, login information to the school’s IT-system 
and a link to the school’s website. 

It is possible to make multiple welcome messages and thereby 
to accommodate for different courses or study programmes. 

FORGOTTEN LOGIN: NO PROBLEM

If a new user forgets his or her password, it can always be 
found in the welcome SMS as long as the password has not 
been changed. 

This way the school saves resources, as students do not have 
to involve the IT-department every time they forget their 
password. 

To make sure students can find their password again, if they 
forget it, we recommend that you ask users to save their 
welcome SMS.

BENEFITS OF SMS WELCOME 

There are many benefits of having SMS Welcome:  

• The school’s welcome message is sent to the students’ 
preferred communication platform, making sure it is received 
and read very quickly. 

• The module introduces new students to the most important 
information, making sure students adopt the school’s  
technology from the start. 

• Administration is greatly simplified when users are well-
informed from the start

• Reduces drop-out rates when the course starts, which reflects 
on the bottom line

• Login info can easily be found in the welcome SMS, if the 
new user forgets his or her password

• The welcome message sends a signal that the school has a 
distinct IT profile and superior student service 

• You can compose your own welcome text and insert relevant 
links. There is plenty of space for writing the welcome 
message – up to 800 characters in a single SMS

• You can create several SMS Welcome messages and tailor 
them to different study programmes

• You save money on printing and mailing physical welcome 
letters 
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SAlert staff and students in emergency situations

Reset password via SMS

SMS ALERT

SMS PASSWORD

SMS Alert provides fast and effective warnings in case of fire, 
bomb threats, school shootings and other emergency situations.

When a crisis arise, everyone needs to be informed of it. And it 
needs to be done in a simple and transparent way.
 
The SMS Alert module is separate from our other SMS modules, 
to avoid confusion with other SMS templates. 

SMS Password makes it possible for the school’s users to reset 
their own passwords, simply by sending an SMS text. 

The service is available around the clock, even during weekends 
and holidays.

When you open the module, your entire screen becomes red in 
order to let you know that all students and staff will receive 
your message. 

BENEFITS OF SMS ALERT

There are many benefits of having SMS Alert. The module: 

• Supports direct message to the appropriate authorities

• Immediately notifies everyone via their mobile phones

• Creates a sense of security for everyone at the school and 
their relatives

• Gives you an easy editor with predefined texts, which are 
almost ready to be sent out 

• Lets you defines who has access to SMS Alert

• Turns your entire screen red, when you open the open the 
module to issue an alarm

HOW TO USE SMS PASSWORD

• Send an SMS to the school’s SMS gateway with the word 
‘Password’.

• Wait a few seconds and you will receive an SMS with your 
new password.

BENEFITS OF SMS PASSWORD

SMS Password is a good investment:

• You help your students and enable them to get back to their 
studies quickly. As a result, your student’s satisfaction with 
the school’s digital services will increase significantly

• You save resources, as the IT department does not have to 
get involved every time a student forgets his or her password.

• SMS Password is always available, regardless of time and 
place

• The IT department can configure, how the password it reset, 
e.g. with a serial number or at random
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S Automatically receive timetable and changes

SMS TIMETABLE

With SMS Timetable, students can easily stay up-to-date with 
their timetable and any changes made. 

By sending an SMS with the word ”timetable” to the school’s 
SMS gateway, your students receive an automatic SMS with the 
timetable of the day. This way you avoid that students show 
up for classes, which have been cancelled, and you ensure that 

they are notified, if classes are moved to another location. 

BENEFITS OF SMS TIMETABLE

There are many benefits of using SMS Timetable: 

• There are many benefits of having SMS Timetable: 

• The students become more independent and can easily stay 
up-to-date

• Students save time having to look up the timetable online

• Students avoid showing up to cancelled classes or empty 
classrooms, if a class is moved to another location. 

• Students become more engaged and their motivation is 
maintained 

• The module automatically extracts all the updated timetable 
data; It does not require any assistance from the IT-
department or administrative staff. 

Let external services send out SMS messages

SMS WEB SERVICE

SMS Web Service allows third-party services – or services you 
have developed yourself – to send out SMS messages via the 
UMS SMS Gateway. 

This way e.g. your library system or your cafeterias payment 
system can send out messages to the school’s users. 

All messages are sent from the same number that is used to 
send out timetable info, news, grades etc. 

BENEFITS OF SMS WEB SERVICE

There are several good reasons to use SMS Web Service: 

• As the service uses UMS’ SMS gateway, there is no price pr. 
SMS. This prevents you from receiving unexpected bills. 

• Messages from external services are sent from the school’s 
phone number, which the students already have. This makes 
your communication more coherent and streamlined. 

• SMS Web Service is an integrated part of UMS. This means 
that there is nothing extra to maintain, that it is easy to 
troubleshoot and that there is a log. 
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Attendance

Easily register and monitor attendance

ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION

Attendance Registration is a tool for the educational sector, 
which makes it easy to register attendance. Through a simple 
and intuitive interface, the teacher can register who is present, 
who is late and who is absent, all in a matter of seconds and 
simply by clicking the button with the student’s name and 
picture. 

The interface uses colour codes, which makes it easy to see 
how the individual students are registered. You decide which 
attendance options you want to use -  e.g. options for being late, 
for legal and illegal absence - as well as which colours to use 
for the different options. 

When attendance is registered, UMS automatically writes back 
to the administrative system (if supported).

If the school has received SMS messages from the student or if 
the staff has written notes regarding the student’s attendance, 
these can be seen in the interface.

SAVE TIME EVERY TIME YOU REGISTER 
ATTENDANCE

Attendance can be registered in UMS Web (in your browser) or 
in UMS School App, if your school has purchased this. 

The quickest way to do it is to use the app, as it only taskes a 
few seconds to get the phone out, open the app and register 
attendance. 

It is faster than making the registration on paper and entering 
it into the system manually. It is even faster than using a 
computer that has to be turned on before you can use it.  

It is simple and easy and it pays off to be conscious of time 
resources. If each of the school’s teachers can save minutes 
every time they register attendance, it quickly adds up to many 
hours in a school year. 

ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION IN UMS 
SCHOOL APP

If you would like more information on Attendance Registration 
for UMS School App, please go to page 9, where it is described 
along with our other app modules. 

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR ATTENDANCE 
REGISTRATION

There are two add-on modules available, if you want even more 
benefit from your Attendance Registration module: 

• Attendance Registration Advanced will give you the 
opportunity to send out SMS messages, which invites  
the students back into the classroom, after they have been 
registered as absent. 

•  This module gives you access to a statistical interface, which 
makes it easy to monitor the students’ attendance, as well to 
our Guardian Portal, which has been developed for parents, 
guardians, employers etc., who need to keep up to-date with 
a student’s progress in school.

• Attendance Registration Card System is an integration to 
a card system, which allow students to register their own 
attendance by swiping a card when they arrive at the school, 
as well as when they leave again. 

•  By integrating Attendance Registration Basic with a card 
system, all registrations become available in UMS. This 
allows the teacher to see if everyone has registered correctly 
and to make corrections if necessary. 

 
For more information on Attendance Registration Advanced and 
Attendance Registration Card System, please read the following 
pages.
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Attendance

Attendance statistics SMS notifications and Guardian Portal

ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION ADVANCED

Attendance Registration Advanced is an add-on module for 
schools that want extra functionalities in the web interface for 
Attendance Registration. 

This module offers you an advanced statistical interface, which 
makes it easier to monitor attendance, in addition to several 
other functions. With Attendance Registration Advanced you 
get: 

• A web-based view of the students’ attendance records as well 
as a statistical interface that gives you an easy overview of 
how the students are doing in terms of attendance. 

•  Students can see their own attendance records, while 
teachers, student guidance councillors and the school’s 
managers can see attendance for students and classes 
relevant to them. 

•  The data presented to you, when you log into UMS, depends 
on whether you are a student, a teacher, a manager or a 
student guidance councillors. This way you will only see 
relevant information. 

• A Guardian Portal, which allows parents, guardians, 
employers, social workers and internship mentors to follow a 
student and monitor his or her progress in school. 

•  In the Guardian Portal, you can see the student’s timetable, 
attendance record and grades. The portal will automatically 
notify you when something is updated.

•  The portal allows you to monitor several students at the 
same time, e.g. if you have more than one child attending 
the school. For more information about the Guardian Portal, 
please read the following page. 

• Attendance reports, which can be printed by the school’s staff 
in a few clicks. It is possible to make reports for one   
or more students through the web interface, e.g. based on 

who teaches a certain class or who is the primary contact for 
a certain group of students.

• Primary contacts and students can subscribe to a weekly 
e-mail that summarizes the attendance of the student in 
question. The e-mail contains attendance for the current 
week as well as the total attendance registered. 

•  This makes it possible to act proactively, before the student 
risks exceeding the limit for allowed absence and thus 
reduce the risk of more absence or of the student dropping 
out of  school. 

• With Attendance Registration Advanced students can receive 
an SMS message, when they have been registered as absent 
The message shows that the school is engaged in its 
students and can be used to invite the students back into the 
classroom. 

• Last but not least, it is possible to print attendance 
registration sheets, which the teacher can use on e.g.  field 
trips or during classes where it is not possible to register 
attendance on a computer. 
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Attendance

- A part of Attendance Registration Advanced

Integration to a cardsystem for attendance registration

GUARDIAN PORTAL

ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION CARD SYSTEM

The Guardian Portal is developed to allow parents, guardians, 
employers, social workers etc. to follow a student - and his or 
her timetable, attendance and grades – throughout the school 
term or course. 

The portal gives an easy overview of the student’s status 
and saves you time and worries. It is possible to have 

Attendance Registration Card System is a system developed 
for schools. The system allows students to register their own 
attendance with i.e. their Student ID card. The students can 
swipe their card to check in when they arrive at the school and 
check out when they leave again. 

several students connected to your user profile and you will 
automatically be notified when there is something new for you 
to see. 

If one of your students are registered as being absent, you will 
automatically be notified via SMS. The SMS is sent within 5 
minutes of the registration being made. 

BENEFITS OF THE GUARDIAN PORTAL

There are many benefits of using the Guardian Portal:

• It gives you an easy overview of the student’s status
• Parents etc. are automatically notified, which means that the 

school can act without having to contact the parents first.
• A blue flag automatically notifies you when there is 

something new for you to see
• You can subscribe to daily SMS updates or weekly E-mail 

updates. 
• When you create a user profile: Enter your e-mail or phone 

number. You will then receive a pin code and your profile will 
be ready. 

• You can see the student’s timetable, attendance, homework 
and grades.

• You can have multiple students connected to your profile.

The card system makes it is easy to monitor the students’ 
attendance, as all card registrations automatically will be 
available in UMS.

Through the user-friendly interface, the teacher can see if 
everyone have registered correctly and make corrections if 
necessary.

INTEGRATIONS

We currently integrate with Buanco card system. If you prefer 
integration with another card system, please contact us for 
price and availability. 
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Attendance

Register and monitor staff absence

ABSENCE REGISTRATION FOR EMPLOYEES

Managing staff absence across different departments can be a 
complex task but with UMS it is made simple and easy.

The module Absence Registration for Employees automates 
the entire process around staff absence, reducing the number 
of tasks to be done every time an employee is ill. This saves 
resources and reduces the workload for the administrative staff. 

With Absence Registration for Employees, staff can notify the 
school of illness either by sending an SMS message or by using 
the web portal. 

As soon as the school is notified of the staff member’s absence, 
UMS generates an e-mail, which is automatically notifies the 
appropriate people and departments. 

For example, if the absent staff member is a teacher, UMS can 
automatically notify the team leader, the headmaster and the 
payroll department. 

Whom the notification is sent to depends on the settings you 
have chosen for the department the staff member in question 
is a part of. 

As these settings can vary a lot from school to school, the list of 
settings you can change is extensive. 

All settings are managed through the user-friendly frontend 
interface, which means that the administration staff can 
manage far more, without involving the IT-department. 

CREATE, CHANGE AND DELETE ABSENCE 
REGISTRATIONS THROUGH THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE INTERFACE 

If necessary, absence registrations can be made on behalf of 
others. 

For instance, if a staff member notifies the school of illness 
over the phone, the administrative staff can register it in UMS.

BENEFITS OF USING ABSENCE REGISTRATION 
FOR EMPLOYEES

There are many benefits of using our Absence Registration for 
Employees module: 

• Notifications of illness can be sent in by SMS or online. 

• Relevant staff and departments are automatically notified

• The school saves resources as the workload for the 
administrative staff is reduced

• The administration interface contains statistics, which makes 
it easy to keep track of absence across all management 
levels. 
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AppModern student communication through smartphone

UMS SCHOOL APP

With a customised UMS School App, you will connect with the 
students on their preferred communications platform. The app 
makes it easy for students to stay connected and keep up-to-
date with the school and its initiatives.

Our app is a standard app, which is customised to your needs 
– both in terms of contents and design. For instance, you can 
choose to use the school’s colours and logo, so the app fits 
seamlessly into your branding. 

The app is modular, so you can choose the functions you need 
and only pay for them. As a standard, the app gives you the 
opportunity to see your timetable and grades, as well as to read 
news from the school. 

To benefit even more from the app, you can buy add-on 
modules that gives you extra functionality. 

In the next section, you can read about all the functions 
available for UMS School App. If you would like more 
information about the add-on modules, they are describe 
separately on the following pages. 

UMS School App is available for iPhone, Android and Windows 
Phone. 

OPTIONS IN UMS SCHOOL APP

• News: Via News, students can easily keep track of everything 
that happens at school, e.g. new events etc. The app can 
automatically get news from your website or your Facebook 
profile. Alternatively, we have a user-friendly interface that 
allows you to enter news manually. 

• Grades: With the Grades function, students will automatically 
receive their latest grades, as soon as they are released.

• Timetable: With the Timetable funktion, users always have an 
up-to-date timetable within reach. The calendar is intuitive 
and easy to read, making it easy to get an overview of your 
timetable. You can choose between seeing the timetable for 
a single day, a week and a month. 

• Attendance registration / My attendance: This funktion 
makes it easy for teachers to register attendance, while 
also making it easy for students to keep track of their own 
attendance. 

• Homework: Gives students an easy overview of their 
homework, both via a list containing all of their homework 
from their various classes as well as through notes on their 
respective timetable blocks. 

• Links: This function contains links to the school’s IT-systems 
and other relevant services. 

• Parking: The Parking function makes it possible to get a 
digital parking permit to the school’s parking lot, without 
having to go to the school’s reception first.  

• Student ID: With the app, the students get a digital student 
ID that is always within reach. 

• School info: Soon you will be able to read about the different 
types of education offered at the school in the app. 

• My information: Makes it possible for users to update their 
own contact information and preferences, as well as to 
upload a picture of themselves to their profile.
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App Makes it easy to register and monitor attendance

Easy overview of what needs to be done

ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION

HOMEWORK

With Attendance registration for UMS School App, it only takes 
a few moments for the teacher to take out the smartphone, 
open the app and register who is present, who is late and who 
is absent. 

It is faster than registering the attendance on paper and 
entering it into the system manually. It is also faster than using 
a computer, which needs to start up first. 

If all teachers can save time every time they register 
attendance, it quickly adds up to many hours. 

If the school has received a text message from the student or 
if there are notes about the student’s absence, you can see it in 
the app. 

The students appear in a list with colour codes. Through 
the module Attendance Registration Basic you decide which 
attendance options to use - e.g. if you want options for being 
late, for legal and illegal absence - as well as which colours to 
use. 

Under My Attendance, students can easily monitor their 
own attendance. They get a summary of their attendance 
records, which includes the total percentage of absence and a 
breakdown of absence pr. class. 

Please see page 37-41 for information on our other modulers 
for attendance registration. 

With this function students can easily get an overview of their 
homework. The homework is shown as a list, which contains 
all of their homework from their various classes, so it is easy to 
keep track of what needs to be done. 

Homework is automatically sent to all other places, where the 
students can see their timetable; e.g. in the Timetable function 
in the app, in Office 365 and in Google Apps. 

All homework-data can be extracted directly from UMS. This 
way the students will always see an updated homework list. 

Easy acces to frequently used services

LINKS

The Links function makes it easy for users to access the school’s 
most frequently used IT-systems and services, e.g. learning 
management systems, dictionaries, knowledge databases, the 
school’s social media etc. 

This way users save time every time they access one of the 
frequently used services. Time, which can be spent on teaching 
and learning. 

Links can be used for UMS School App as well as UMS Web. 
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App

Electronic student ID on your smartphone

Get a digital parking permit within seconds

STUDENT ID

PARKING

The Student ID function gives all the school’s students an 
electronic student ID on their smartphone. With the student 
ID, the school can take advantage of the fact that the phone is 
most students’ preferred media of communication and that they 
therefore always keep it within reach. 

The Student ID has a validation button, which updates the 
student’s ID information. This immediately confirms that the 
user is still a student at your school and removes the risk of 
fake IDs.

The Parking function makes it easy to avoid parking tickets at 
schools, which administer their parking spaces with the parking 
company Parkzone. 

Through the app, students and employees can get a valid, 
digital parking permit simply by entering their vehicle’s 
registration number in the app or in UMS Web. 

When the registration number has been entered, it becomes 
visible to Parkzone, who then knows that the user is allowed to 
park at the school. 

For more pictures of 
the app, visit 

www.inLogic.dk/en

Easily update contact information and preferences

MY INFORMATION

My Information is what we call the module User Info when 
used in the app. It makes it easy for students to update their 
contact information and preferences. 

For instance, students can choose to subscribe to timetable 
changes and get automatic notifications in case classes are 
cancelled or moved to another classroom. 

Using the app, users can also upload a photo of themselves or 
take a selfie and add it to their user information. 
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Integrations

Automatic user creation in PaperCut 

Automatically uploads user data to TimeEdit Web service for external suppliers

Automatically manages print accounts

PAPERCUT

TIMEEDIT UMS WEB SERVICE

PRINT PAYMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Our PaperCut integration automatically creates users in the 
PaperCut system, based on data from the administrative system. It 
can even assign printer cards automatically in UMS. This saves you 
both time and resources. 

Though the integration teachers and administrative staff can look 
up users in the system and find their contact information, which 
makes it easy to intervene, e.g. if they suspect excessive use. 

Through the ‘Find Owner’-function, it is possible to reunite users 
with lost printer cards. 

Our integration to the scheduling- and resource planning 
system TimeEdit automatically uploads user data for staff and 
students, as well as data for activities, to TimeEdit. 

This saves you time and makes life easier for the administrative 
staff, which only has to maintain data in one place. 

Data for activities is accessible up to 180 days prior to their 
start date, which means that timetables can be made well in 
advance of the new school year or term. 

To make sure all the data in TimeEdit is up-to-date, all 
timetable blocks are updated three times pr. day.

The UMS Web Service module allows external suppliers to 
access the UMS database as a web service. 

This way, selected data can be used securely through UMS Web 
Service. 

The Print Payment and Management module is developed for 
schools, which want to avoid handling all of its users’ print 
accounts manually. 

The module automatically creates and handles print accounts 
and integrates them with printer management systems such as 
PAS (Printer Accounting System), Equitrac and PCounter.
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CALCULATE YOUR PRICE

ONLY PAY FOR WHAT YOU NEED

UMS is a solution that is custom-made for your needs. Instead 
of choosing a pre-packaged deal containing things you do not 
need, you are free to choose the modules you want – no more, 
no less. 

This way you get a solution that is both cheaper and simpler. As 
a bonus, you can easily expand UMS with more modules later 
on. When calculating the price there are a few elements you 
need to consider. 

AZURE HOSTING

If you do not wish to operate your UMS servers on premise, please contact us to get an offer for an 
operations management solution at a hosting centre or with Azure hosting.

MODULE PRICES

Each module has a fixed price.You can see the price for each separate module in the table on 
the next pages. The table also shows the estimated time for installation, as well as an annual 
maintenace fee for the modules that require that.

ANNUAL LICENSE

UMS is paid for through an annual license fee, which covers 
phone support for up to three people within normal office 
hours, as well as bug fixes and updates for UMS and the 
modules (some modules are exempt from this.Please read 
more under Annual Maintenance below).

The license fee depends on the number of students at your 
school. The price pr. student is shown in the table to the right. 
UMS can also handle all of your employees at no extra cost. 

NO. OF STUDENTS  
(FULL ACADEMIC YEAR)

PRICE PER 
STUDENT

0 - 500 7.2 AUD

501 – 1,000 6.6 AUD

1,001 – 1,500 6.1 AUD

1,501 – 2,000 5.5 AUD

2,001 – 2,500 5.1 AUD

2,501 – 3,000 4.5 AUD

3,001 – 3,500 4.4 AUD

3,501 – 4,000 4.1 AUD

4,001 – 4,500 3.8 AUD

4,501 – 5,000 3.6 AUD

5,001 – 5,500 3.4 AUD

5,501 – 6,000 3.2 AUD

6,001 – 9,999 2.9 AUD

10,000 – 49,999 2.6 AUD

Over 50,000 Please contact us

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE

Some modules are exempt from the regular maintenance, as they are more comprehensive and 
therefore more time-consuming to maintain. When you buy these modules, you pay a separate 
maintenance fee. 

The table on the next pages indicates which modules that require an annual maintenance fee.

INSTALLATION

In addition to the price of UMS and the modules, you pay for installation. Installation is invoiced at an 
hourly rate of 245 AUD. You can find the estimated time for installation of the individual modules in the 
table with module prices.
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Below is an example of a college with 1,100 students. The school require a system to manage all their users, in order for the IT-
department to save time and avoid performing multiple dull tasks. The teachers should be able to get started both faster and easier 
with their tasks and teaching. And the students should be able to access the systems effortless, as well as have information easily 
available. The college utilises Office 365 and OneNote Class Notebook.

We have gathered the UMS modules that collectively fulfil the college needs in the example below. 

* The price of UMS includes a workshop after the installation is complete. The workshop teaches you 
how to use UMS and the modules, so you get the most out of your new solution.

UMS annual license: 1100 elever at 6.1 AUD per student* 16 hours 6,710 AUD

AD Attributtes 1 hour 2.000 AUD

Office 365 Sync 1 hour 5,000 AUD

Office 365 Timetable blocks 1 hour 3,000 AUD

UMS Web 2 hours 2,000 AUD

Password Change 3 hours 1,000 AUD

OneNote Class Notebook integration 4 hours 2,000 AUD

In total for license and modules 28 hours 21,710 AUD

Price for installation                                                                 28 hours at 245 AUD 6,860 AUD

In all 28,570    AUD

UMS annual license 6,710 AUD

Annual maintenance fee for OneNote Class Notebook integration 2,000 AUD

In all pr. year 8,710 AUD

The annual expences for UMS consist of the annual UMS license based on the number of students attending the school in addition 
to a an annual maintenance fee for selected modules. The annual expences in this example are:

PRICE EXAMPLE

EXPENCES AT PURCHASE

ANNUAL EXPENCES

HOSTING IN MICROSOFT AZURE, AUSTRALIA

We offer to host and operate UMS in Microsoft Azure. We can manage the operations for you but you are also welcome to do so yourself. 
If you need assistance moving your existing servers, we are ready to help you whether it is UMS servers or other servers. 

If you are interested in learning more about how you can avoid to manage hosting and operations 
yourself, please call +45 4240 8800 or send an e-mail to sales@inlogic.dk.
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LMS

Canvas Integration 6000 AUD 8 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

ElearningForce SharePoint  
LMS Integration

6000 AUD 16 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

Fronter Integration 6000 AUD 16 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

Moodle Integration 4000 AUD 4 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

Wizdom integration 4000 AUD 4 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COST  
BY NUMBER OF STUDENTS

MODULE NAME PRICE IN AUD INSTALLATION TIME 0-2,000 2,001-4,999 5,000-9,999

APP
UMS School App 9,500 AUD - 4,000 AUD 4,000 AUD 4,000 AUD

Attendance Registration for app 2,000 AUD - 1,000 AUD 1,000 AUD 1,000 AUD

Homework (web and app) 2,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Links (web and app) 1,500 AUD 1 hour - - -

Parking (web and app) 1,500 AUD 1 hour - - -

Student ID for app 1,000 AUD - - - -

User Info / My information 1,500 AUD 2 hours - - -

BACKEND
AD Attributes 2,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Exchange Reviewer 1,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Exchange Timetable Blocks 4,000 AUD 8 hours - - -

File Server Transfer 1,500 AUD 2 hours - - -

Password Expiration Alert 1,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

Power Save 1,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

SLI 1,500 AUD 2 hours - - -

ATTENDANCE
Attendance Registration 7,000 AUD 16 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

Attendance Registration Advanced 5,000 AUD 6 hours 2,000 AUD 3,000 AUD 4,000 AUD

Attendance Registration Card System 5,000 AUD 12 hours 2,000 AUD 3,000 AUD 4,000 AUD

Absence registration for employees 4,000 AUD 8 hours 4,000 AUD 4,000 AUD 4,000 AUD 

G SUITE
G Suite Timetable Blocks 3,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

G Suite Sync 5,000 AUD 4 hours - - -

Google Classroom& Sites Integration 4,000 AUD 8 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

Google Drive Integration 4,000 AUD 8 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

INTEGRATIONS
PaperCut 2,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Print Payment and Management 1,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

TimeEdit 6,000 AUD 8 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

UMS Web Service 2,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

UMS PRICE LIST
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ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COST  
BY NUMBER OF STUDENTS

MODULE NAME PRICE IN AUD INSTALLATION TIME 0-2,000 2,001-4,999 5,000-9,999

OFFICE 365
Office 365 SharePoint integration 4,000 AUD 4 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

Office 365 Sync 5,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Office 365 Timetable Blocks 3,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Office 365 UMS SharePoint Portal 5,000 AUD 16 hours 4,000 AUD 5,000 AUD 6,000 AUD

OneNote Class Notebook integration 2,000 AUD 4 hours 2,000 AUD 2,000 AUD 2,000 AUD

SMS
SMS Alert 1,500 AUD 1 hour - - -

SMS Password 2,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

SMS Send 3,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

SMS Subscription 2,000 AUD 2 hours

SMS Timetable 2,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

SMS Web Service 1,500 AUD 4 hours - - -

SMS Welcome 1,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

SELF-SERVICE
Advanced CSV Export 1,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Exam Handling 4,000 AUD 16 hours - - -

Grades (web and app) 1,500 AUD 1 hour - - -

Group Creation 3,000 AUD 8 hours - - -

Group Folder 1,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

Guest Users 2,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

Homework (web and app) 2,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Internet Block 2,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

IT Rules 3,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

Links (web and app) 1,500 AUD 1 hour - - -

Merge Letters 2,000 AUD 3 hours - - -

Multiple Users 1,500 AUD 2 hours - - -

Parking (web and app) 1,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Password Change 1,000 AUD 3 hours - - -

Password Kiosk 1,500 AUD 2 hours - - -

Password Self-service 1,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

Photobox 1,500 AUD 1 hour - - -

SSO 2,000 AUD 24 hours - - -

UMS Web 2,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

UMS Welcome 2,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

User Info 1,500 AUD 2 hours - - -

User Lock 1,000 AUD 1 hour - - -

Web Timetable 3,000 AUD 2 hours - - -

PLEASE NOTE

Unless otherwise indicated, all prices are one-off prices. All prices are shown exclusive of GST and other taxes. The brochure and 
pricelist is subject to change without notice. We have special prices for hosting centres. Please contact us for prices. 
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PLEASE NOTE

This list is subjet to change without notice.  To see the most recent module dependencies, please visit www.inlogic.dk/en and look at 
the relevant product pages.

AUSTRALIAN RESELLERS

Our partner in Australia is Your Website Solution, Suite 22 40-42 Stanley Rd. Epping, NSW, 2121. To learn more, please visit www.yws.
com.au, or contact Ian Scott on phone no. 0409839449 or at ian@yws.com.au.

MODULE DEPENDENCY

Advanced CSV Export UMS Web

User Info UMS Web

User Lock UMS Web

ElearningForce LMS UMS Web

Merge Letters UMS Web

Attendance Registration UMS Web, SLI

Attendance Registration Advanced UMS Web, SLI, Attendance Registration and Merge Letters

Attendance Registration Card System UMS Web, SLI and Attendance Registration 

G Suite Timetable Blocks G Suite

Google Classroom and Sites integration G Suite

Google Drive integration G Suite

Group Creation UMS Web

Guest Users UMS Web

Internet Block UMS Web

IT Rules UMS Web

Grades UMS Web

Multiple Users UMS Web

Moodle UMS Web

Office 365 SharePoint integration Office 365 Sync

Office 365 Timetable Blocks Office 365 Sync

Office 365 UMS SharePoint Portal Office 365 SharePoint

OneNote Class Notebook Office 365 Sync

PaperCut UMS Web

Password Kiosk UMS Web, Password Change and SMS Send (add-on)

Password Self-service UMS Web

Password Change UMS Web

Power Save UMS Web

Web Timetable UMS Web

SMS Subscription SMS Send, UMS Web

SMS Alert SMS Send, UMS Web

SMS Password SMS Send

SMS Send UMS Web

SMS Timetable SMS Send

SMS Welcome SMS Send

Some modules are dependent on other modules. The dependencies are shown below.

MODULE DEPENDENCIES
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Saint Ignatius’ College Riverview in Sydney, Australia, 
were on the hunt for a system that could manage all 
their parent and student accounts. The school needed 
daily maintenance and management of as many as 2,900 
parents and 1,600 students. With such a high amount 
of accounts to handle, the day to day management was 
becoming unruly.

Brett Houghton, Head of Innovation & Technology, points 
out that other similar products figuratively do the same 
job but the flexibility of UMS and how well it integrates 
into their Student Management System, is why they have 
chosen UMS. 

FACTS

• UMS handles more than 4,500 accounts at 
Saint Ignatius’ College Riverview

• Significantly reduces time spent on 
management and maintenance of accounts

SAINT IGNATIUS’ COLLEGE RIVERVIEW

“UMS has helped us standardize our Active 
Directory. All of our parents and students are now 

consistent - and guaranteed to be consistent. 
Now, we have no exception to the rules. We do 
not accidently miss kids in groups or parents in 

groups. We know that the first time an account is 
created, then it will work”

Brett Houghton, Head of Innovation & Technology 
Saint Ignatius’ College Riverview

With UMS’ flexibility, they can easily make changes across 
the environment, which results in great time savings and 
easy day-to-day management.

After the introduction of UMS, Saint Ignatius’ College 
Riverview has significantly reduced their work with 
management and maintenance of all the accounts. In 
turn, this has saved them about four weeks every year – 
just in time savings. 

“‘I definitely would recommend UMS to other schools. 
It has been a very valuable product that we have 

introduced into our suite at Riverview’.”

Brett Houghton,  Head of Innovation & Technology, 
Saint Ignatius’ College Riverview

Case
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One of the core elements in UMS is automation of 
processes, such as creating, maintaining, and deleting 
accounts in the Active Directory and other systems, 
resulting in time- and cost savings. This is exactly what 
St. Francis Xavier College in Canberra, Australia, use UMS 
for.

Geoff Smith, Network Manager at St. Francis Xavier 
College, started using UMS in the beginning of 2012 for 
the College’s approximately 1,200 students and 150 staff 
members. They use UMS to populate the Active Directory 
from their Student Management System.

“Very basic, you never touch it. It just works, which is the main 
thing I like about it. UMS has saved me at least one member of 

staff chasing accounts, manually creating accounts, fixing problems 
and issues.”

Geoff Smith, Network Manager,
St. Francis Xavier College

FACTS

• UMS is short for User Management System.

• Handles 1,200 students and 150 staff 
members at St. Francis Xavier College

• Saves time, money and increase productivity

ST. FRANCIS XAVIER COLLEGE

Geoff Smith, Network Manager,
St. Francis Xavier College

This means that UMS on a daily basis scans their Student 
Management System and updates the accounts in the 
Active Directory. It also creates the accounts and disables 
them again when staff and students leave the school. 
The simplicity and how well it works is one of the 
reasons Geoff Smith enjoys using UMS.

After introducing UMS, several processes have been 
automated, meaning that St. Francis Xavier College is 
not only saving a lot of time but has also increased the 
productivity. This is especially visible when a new student 
starts at St. Francis Xavier College. When a student is 
registered UMS automatically creates an account for the 
student with the correct permissions and integrations 
and they can start working straight away.

‘UMS is the easiest and most robust identity management 
system I have seen. And big selling point for me is the 
support. It is excellent. Every time I want something 

done, it is done in a timely fashion and done well.’
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